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Abstract  
In this paper we propose a method of seismic facies labeling. Given the three-dimensional 

image cube of seismic sounding data, labeled by a geologist, we first train on the part of the 

cube, then we propagate labels to the rest of the cube. We use open-source fully annotated 3D 

geological model of the Netherlands F3 Block. We apply state-of-the-art deep network 

architecture, adding on top a 3D fully connected conditional random field (CRF) layer. This 

allows to get smoother labels on data cube cross-sections. Pseudo labeling technique is used to 

overcome training data scarcity and predict more reliable labels for geological units. Additional 

data augmentation allows also to enlarge training dataset. The results show superior network 

performance over existing baseline model. 
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1. Introduction 

Seismic sounding of the Earth gives some insight on the geological structure of the formation and 

allows predicting the presence of oil or gas traps inside. Usually, seismic sounding is carried out at the 

early stage of potential reservoir exploration, to mark prospective locations of exploration and 

production wells.  

Seismic facies labeling task consists of assigning specific geological rock types to the seismic data. 

When done manually, this work is tedious and time-consuming. That is why automation of this 

procedure can save a lot of time and effort of geologists. A lot of work is already invested in the 

automation of seismic data labeling. The recent trend includes using modern approaches based on deep 

learning and semantic segmentation. 

2. Prior work 

A lot of researcher efforts are now aimed at automating the process of seismic labeling task ([1], [2], 

[3]). 

One of the first attempts of seismic image analysis and geological features detection (gas chimneys 

and faults) with use of neural network was made by [4]. The authors applied image processing 

techniques to analyze seismic data represented by sections of 3D cubes containing information related 

to seismic attributes – measured time, amplitude, frequency and attenuation of reflected seismic waves. 

Authors of [5] applied competitive networks for labeling seismic facies known from well information 

and interpolating known facies from wells to the rest of the reservoir region. Later a lot of researchers 

continued this work using different network architectures. 

A newly presented by [6] UNet architecture showed higher performance in the tasks of image 

segmentation. Authors of [7] compared performance of multi-layer perceptron and Unet for the task of 

facies labeling. Their conclusion was that Unet performs better. This architecture was also applied to 

seismic labeling by [8]. 
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In case when no labels for facies are available, unsupervised learning methods can be applied. For 

example, [9] proposed to use deep convolutional autoencoders and clustering of deep-feature vectors. 

This approach allows performing fast analysis of geological patterns.  

Recently self-supervised learning methods were applied on a wide range of different tasks. Starting 

from natural language processing, where a lot of data is already available in textual form, this technique 

made possible to train large scale neural nets. Similar technique was also applied to image data for 

learning representations. This helped to pre-train neural nets for the task where only a small amount of 

labeled data is available.   

To overcome the problem of labeled data scarcity, semi-supervised learning techniques were 

proposed in the literature, such as  

 transfer learning, where the model is first pre-trained on some data and then trained on available 

labeled data [10];  

 weak labels technique, which allows learning from non-accurate labels [11]; 

 pseudo-labels – use a trained model to predict labels for unlabeled data, and possibly add these 

data to the training set ([12], [13]); 

 meta-pseudo labels – state-of-the-art technique where two models are trained in parallel, 

teacher and student, first student learns from teacher, and after that teacher is learning on student 

outputs from class conditional probabilities of the unlabeled test set. 

3. Proposed solution 
3.1. Data 

In this work we consider an open-source fully annotated 3D geological model of the Netherlands F3 

Block [1]. This model is based on the study of the 3D seismic data in addition to 26 well logs and 

contains seismic data and labeled geological structures. Training data is an image cube of size 

401×701×255 cells, test set #1 contains cube of size 201×701×255 cells. The figures below illustrate 

the data:  

Figure 1 shows full seismic image with labels, Figure 2 shows spatial position of training and testing 

cubes. 

 

 
Figure 1: Full seismic image cube, including train and test datasets, and labels of the image. Red 
dashed line shows separation on train/test datasets 
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Figure 2: Scheme of the dataset, view from the top 
 

The train and test sets contain six groups of lithostratigraphic units. Table 1 below illustrates the 

percentage of present classes in the sets: 

 

Table 1 
Percentage of present classes in the sets 

Dataset 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Train 28% 12% 48.5% 7% 3% 1.5% 
Test 19% 10% 45% 7% 17% 2% 

 

The test data is adjacent to the training cube, so, the slices that are closer to the boundary will be 

predicted better than the ones that are further away. 

3.2. Model 

We apply the well-known UNet architecture with Efficient net B1 as backbone ([14], [15], [16]) and 

five pooling levels, including scSE (Concurrent Spatial and Channel “Squeeze & Excitation”) attention 

layer [17]. The model has ~9M trainable parameters. 

 The model is two-dimensional, it takes patches of size 256 by 256 pixels as input and predicts the 

labels of the geological structures. Additional channel with depth gradient is introduced to the seismic 

image patches, so that the model does not mix up deep and shallow layers (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3: Patch-based training: a) two half patches, extracted from cube along orthogonal directions; 
b) whole patch; c) augmented patch; d) depth added as an additional channel. 
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Augmentations include random flips and rotations. We also add special random distortion to 

simulate stretching and faults in the data (shown in Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Random distortion of the image: a) curve for warping, with simulated layers stretch and 
faults; b) initial image; c) warped image. 

 

As the test data cube is adjacent to the training cube, usually the quality of prediction for the slices 

that are further away from train cube is poor compared to the slices that are close to train cube. 

Therefore, it was decided to use the approach of pseudo-labels.  

Firstly, a model is trained. After that, a part of labels is predicted and added to the training set. Then 

the model is re-trained on the expanded dataset as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Steps of the proposed algorithm. 

 

3D step with CRF model is added to force label continuity [18], because very often inline label slices 

have a lot of artifacts near the class boundaries, where the model is not confident enough in prediction, 

and assigns probabilities close to 0.5 to two different classes. CRF layer helps to smooth these 

discontinuities and provide smoother labels as pseudo-labels for model re-training. We also apply an 

idea from ([19] and [20]), where authors propose to use LSTM block in the bottleneck of the UNet 

architecture but did not gain success. 

Loss function is a combination of cross-entropy (𝐿𝐶𝐸), dice loss (𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒) and total variation (𝐿𝑇𝑉) loss 

with corresponding weights: 

 

 𝐿 = 𝑤𝐶𝐸𝐿𝐶𝐸 + 𝑤𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝑤𝑇𝑉𝐿𝑇𝑉 (1) 
 

Cross-entropy penalizes wrong predictions, it is a smooth differentiable function, which is easier to 

optimize:  

 𝐿𝐶𝐸 = −
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑤𝑐 ∑ 𝑡𝑖,𝑐 log(𝑝𝑖,𝑐)𝑁

𝑖=1
𝐶
𝑐=1  ,  (2) 

 

where C is number of classes, N is number of observations (e.g. pixels in the image), and 𝑝𝑖,𝑐 are output 

class probabilities and 𝑡𝑖,𝑐 is target distribution for observation i and class c. All loss functions use class 

weights 𝑤𝑐, which are inversely proportional to the class sizes, with their sum equal to 1. 

Dice loss usually performs better for imbalanced classes, which is often the case for the segmentation 

tasks, where background (non-object) area is larger than the area occupied by the object. Dice loss was 
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proposed in the paper by [21], where it was stated, that it works better than logistic loss with class 

weights. We apply multi-class dice loss function 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 as follows:  

 

 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 =  
1

𝐶𝑁
∑ 𝑤𝑐 ∑ (1 −

2𝑝𝑖,𝑐𝑡𝑖,𝑐

𝑝𝑖,𝑐+𝑡𝑖,𝑐+𝜀
𝑁
𝑖=1 ),𝐶

𝑐=1  (3) 

 
where ε is an additional term that solves the division-by-zero problem (it is set to be a small number). 

TV loss is computed as  

 

 𝐿𝑇𝑉 =  
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑤𝑐

𝐶
𝑐=1 ∑ (|𝐃1(𝑝𝑖,𝑐)| + |𝐃2(𝑝𝑖,𝑐)|)𝑁

𝑖=1 ,  (4) 

 
where 𝐃1 and 𝐃2 are finite difference operations along the first and second spatial dimensions. This 

term enforces the predicted probabilities to be more ‘blocky’, which potentially leads to smoother 

predicted labels.  

The weights for loss terms were chosen empirically: 𝑤𝐶𝐸 = 0.25, 𝑤𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 0.65 and 𝑤𝑇𝑉 = 0.1. 

3.3. Results 

The results show improvement after the application of the pseudo labeling technique. The test dataset 

was divided in two parts, after the first training round the labels of the first half of test cube were 

predicted, and a half of test set was added to the training set. Then the model was re-trained. The metrics 

are shown in the Table 2 below. 

 

Table 2 
Class-wise metrics 

Dataset 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Precision 0.99   0.85 0.99 0.81 0.97 0.72 
Recall 0.96 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.92 0.98 

F1-score 0.98 0.91 0.98   0.86 0.94 0.83 
Accuracy 0.96 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.92 0.98 

 

The scores outperform the scores reported in the paper with the “baseline” model by [1] as well as 

the paper by [22] (where mean class accuracies are 0.804 and 0.78 correspondingly, compared with our 

mean class accuracy of 0.952). 

Figure 6 illustrates the labels of in-line slice 200. We can see that the re-trained model is able to 

overcome the prediction imperfections of the first training round and predict smooth layers. The panel 

d) illustrates maximum class probability, which can be treated as a network confidence. We can see that 

predictions on class boundaries are not so confident as the ones inside the layers. 

In our work we also applied a 2.5D (or pseudo-3D) approach, taking not a single vertical slice from 

the image cube, but stacking several slices (3 or 5), but it did not give any meaningful improvement 

compared to the single-slice input. This conclusion agrees with the one by [23].  

The Table 3 summarizes different approaches. 

 

Table 3 
Accuracy for different algorithm variations 

Algorithm No augment Flip / rotate Random 
warp 

3 slices 5 slices Pseudo 
labels 

Mean accuracy 0.880   0.913 0.919 0.896 0.897 0.952 

 



 
a)  b)  

 
c)  d)  

Figure 6: Prediction results: a) predicted in-line slice 200, after first training round; b) predicted in-line 
slice 200 after adding pseudo-labels in training set and retraining of the model; c) true labels of in-line 
slice 200; d) maximum of class probability 

4. Discussion 

In this work we applied the pseudo labeling technique to the seismic facies segmentation task. We 

show that adding predictions of slices that are close to the training cube can improve network’s overall 

performance on the test set. We also applied the TV loss component that forced the predictions to be 

smooth, and the special type of non-linear warping of patches, to increase the diversity in the training 

data. The results show superior performance over reported techniques.  
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